
 

 

A. QUESTIONNAIRE GUIDED 

 

NO INDICATOR YES NO 

1 I ready to face the national examination in English 

subject 

  

2 I like to practice the national examination question in 

English subject 

  

3 I have a tips and trick to do national examination 

question in English subject 

  

4 I attended additional hours in school to preparing the 

national examination of English subject 

  

5 For preparing the national examination I follow private 

lesson or additional hours in outside school 

  

6 English subject in national examination are one of the 

difficult subject for me 

  

7 I Feel afraid to face the national examination in English 

subject 

  

8 I am very excited to face the national examination in 

English subject 

  

9 I have the motivation to face the national examination in 

English subject that come from myself 

  

10 My teachers motivated me to face national examination 

in English subject 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B. INTERVIEW GUIDED FOR STUDENTS 

 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

6. What challenges do you face in taking English subject examination ? 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

C. INTERVIEW GUIDED FOR TEACHERS 

1. How many students take the national examination of English subject? 

2. How is the National Examination system in SMP Negeri 2 Ponorogo ?Using 

manual examination or using computer-based examination ? 

3. If using a based computer-based exam, what is the preparation and where the 

test is conducted? 

4. What is the teachers step to preparing the national examination of English 

subject? 

5. Are there any difficulties in preparing the national examination of english 

subject? How to overcome these difficulties? 

6. How many times English lessons are taught in one week? 



 

 

7. Are there additional hours to preparing the national examination of English 

subject? 

8. How students motivate in facing the national Examination of English 

subject ? 

9. Are they have a high motivation to preparing the national examination of 

English subject? 

10. What steps do teachers take to increase students motivation in facing the 

national examination of English subject? 

 

D. INTERVIEW RECORDING 

The interview recording was reserved in the form of soft copy attached in the 

CD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

E. INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 

Data source 1 

What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test to determine graduation 

1. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel afraid,because my preparation was not mature 

2. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

I study at home, and work on the question related to the national examination 

3. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

In my opinion English subject are difficult, because English subject is foreign 

language and vocabulary that I have is very low 

4. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Study hard and practice the problem questions to get used to. 

5. What challenges do you face in taking  English subject examination ? 

I think the challenges to face examination of English subject is while I find 

the verb that I don’t know the meaning 

6. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My school give additional hours of study and give support to me to face 

national examination 

7. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher provide tips and trick so we can easily to do it 

8. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish get best score for graduation 

9. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

For increase my value I study hard and don’t forget to pray to Allah 

10. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I am very excited to face the national examination because English subject is 

my first experience to National examination  

11. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

My parents, my beloved friend, my teacher especially my English teacher and 

Myself. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Data Source 2 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test that determine whether continue to the next 

level or not. 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel nervous but nervous just make my concentration lost, so I feel enjoy 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

Usually my English teacher give me question that related to the national 

 examination. 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

I am very afraid to face the National examination of English subject 

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Every night I study to preparing the national examination. 

6. What challenges do you face in taking  English subject examination ? 

I think in English subject there is no challenges. 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My English teacher often give me a question for high level so that students 

are accustomed to working on difficult questions. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher explain with details, slowly but easy to understand. 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish can do the National 

examination with easy, get a best score and boast my school name. 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

I pray to Allah and study hard everyday 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I have a high motivation because since a child I like English lesson.  

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

My parents, my beloved friend, my teacher especially my English teacher and 

Myself. 

 

 

 



 

 

Data source 3 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test that determine graduation for student 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel afraid to face national examination of English subject because I there 

are some word that I don’t know the mean. 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

Follow private lesson and additional hours in school 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

I feel afraid because the subject is difficult 

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Every night I study to preparing the national examination. 

6. What challenges do you face in taking  English subject examination ? 

I think the challenges is the language that I don’t know the mean  

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My school give additional hours/full day  

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher very spirit to guided me in facing the national examination 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish get best score 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

Study hard everyday and follow private lesson  

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I continue to motivate my self to be passionate about learning so that my 

exam score are goods. 

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 



 

 

My parents, my beloved friend, my teacher especially my English teacher and 

Myself. 

Data source 4 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test that determine graduation 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel afraid because in English lesson I don’t understand 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

I follow additional hours in school and private lesson in out school 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

 I think English subject is difficult because I don’t understand  

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Follow private lesson 

6. What challenges do you face in taking  English subject examination ? 

I think in English subject there is no challenges. 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My English teacher often give me a question for high level so that students 

are accustomed to working on difficult questions. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher explain with details, slowly but easy to understand. 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish can do the National 

examination with easy, get a best score and boast my school name. 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

I pray to Allah and study hard everyday 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I have a high motivation because since a child I like English lesson.  



 

 

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

My parents, my beloved friend, my teacher especially my English teacher and 

Myself. 

Data source 5 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test that determine graduation 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel afraid because in English lesson is difficult lesson 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

I follow private lesson in out school 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

I think English subject is difficult  

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Follow private lesson and additional hours 

6. What challenges do you face in taking English subject examination ? 

I think the challenges is I don’t know the English lesson by well 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My English teacher often give me a question for high level so that students 

are accustomed to working on difficult questions. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher always give me motivtion  

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish can do the National 

examination with easy, get a best score and boast my school name. 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

I pray to Allah and study hard everyday 



 

 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I have a high motivation because since a child I like English lesson.  

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

My parents and my teacher especially my English teacher. 

Data source 6 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is doing a test for determine graduation 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

       Feel relaxed 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

Search easy question and practice to carry out. 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

 I think English subject is easy 

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Follow additional hour in school 

6. What challenges do you face in taking English subject examination ? 

I think the challenge is if I find the word that I don’t know the meaning. 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My school give additional hour. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher explain with details, slowly but easy to understand. 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish get a best score a 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

Study hard everyday 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 



 

 

I have a high motivation to preparing the national examination of English 

subject 

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

Everyone closest 

Data source 7 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test that determine graduation 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel afraid because in English lesson I don’t understand 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

I follow additional hours in school and private lesson in out school 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

 I think English subject is difficult because I don’t understand  

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Follow private lesson 

6. What challenges do you face in taking  English subject examination ? 

I think in English subject there is no challenges. 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My English teacher often give me a question for high level so that students 

are accustomed to working on difficult questions. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher explain with details, slowly but easy to understand. 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish can do the National 

examination with easy, get a best score and boast my school name. 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 



 

 

I pray to Allah and study hard everyday 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I have a high motivation because since a child I like English lesson.  

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

My parents, my beloved friend, my teacher especially my English teacher and 

Myself. 

Data source 8 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is doing a test for determine graduation 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

       Feel relaxed 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

Search easy question and practice to carry out. 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

 I think English subject is easy 

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Follow additional hour in school 

6. What challenges do you face in taking English subject examination ? 

I think the challenge is if I find the word that I don’t know the meaning. 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My school give additional hour. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher explain with details, slowly but easy to understand. 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish get a best score a 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 



 

 

Study hard everyday 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I have a high motivation to preparing the national examination of English 

subject 

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

Everyone closest 

Data source 9 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test that determine graduation 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel afraid because in English lesson is difficult lesson 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

I follow private lesson in out school 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

I think English subject is difficult  

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Follow private lesson and additional hours 

6. What challenges do you face in taking English subject examination ? 

I think the challenges is I don’t know the English lesson by well 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My English teacher often give me a question for high level so that students 

are accustomed to working on difficult questions. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher always give me motivtion  

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  



 

 

My expectation for national examination I wish can do the National 

examination with easy, get a best score and boast my school name. 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

I pray to Allah and study hard everyday 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I have a high motivation because since a child I like English lesson.  

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

My parents and my teacher especially my English teacher. 

Data source 10 

1. What do you think about national examination ? 

National examination is a test that determine graduation 

2. What do you feel now to face the national examination of English subject? 

I feel afraid because in English lesson I don’t understand 

3. What strategy do you take to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

I follow additional hours in school and private lesson in out school 

4. What do you think about the English subject in national examination ? 

 I think English subject is difficult because I don’t understand  

5. How do you prepare the English subject in national examination ? 

Follow private lesson 

6. What challenges do you face in taking  English subject examination ? 

I think in English subject there is no challenges. 

7. What supports that your school promote in English subject to face national 

examination ? 

My English teacher often give me a question for high level so that students 

are accustomed to working on difficult questions. 

8. How does your teachers teach you English subject to prepare the national 

examination ? 

My teacher explain with details, slowly but easy to understand. 



 

 

9. What is your expectation for your national examination ahead ?  

My expectation for national examination I wish can do the National 

examination with easy, get a best score and boast my school name. 

10. How do you increase the value of your National Examination ? 

I pray to Allah and study hard everyday 

11. How your motivation to face the national examination of English subject ? 

I have a high motivation because since a child I like English lesson.  

12. who is motivated you to preparing the national examination of English 

subject ? 

My parents, my beloved friend, my teacher especially my English teacher and 

Myself. 

Interview Transcript From Teaachers 

Data source 1 

1. How many students take the national examination of English subject? 

In SMP Negeri 2 Ponorogo there are 10 class and in every class consist 32 

students so the students that held the National examination of English subject 

is 320 students. 

2. How is the National Examination system in SMP Negeri 2 Ponorogo ?Using 

manual examination or using computer-based examination ? 

Since 2 years ago National examination system in SMP Negeri Ponorogo used 

computer-based system, students used computer laboratory for held National 

examination. 

3. If using a based computer-based exam, what is the preparation and where the 

test is conducted? 

The National examination is held in SMP Negeri 2 Ponorogo, because SMP 

Negeri 2 Ponorogo have sufficient facilities, there are 3 computer laboratories 

that can be used to National examination, The National examination held in 

every section for example in last year examination divided into three section. 

And than the preparation is confirm that the computer laboratory in good 

condition, the internet connection must be connected, and most importantly 

students must be comfortable to be used computer laboratory. 



 

 

4. What is the teachers step to preparing the national examination of English 

subject? 

First make schedule with the information and communication technology 

teachers, second introducing students how to use the computer, give try 

out,give additional hours/full day to students until they are ready for the test. 

5. Are there any difficulties in preparing the national examination of english 

subject? How to overcome these difficulties? 

6. How many times English lessons are taught in one week? 

English lesson in one week taught in two meeting, fours hours of study in one 

hours is forty-five minutes. 

7. Are there additional hours to preparing the national examination of English 

subject? 

Yes of course, in the first semester additional hour held after the lesson on 

Monday until Thursday in 2 pm until 3 pm. 

8. How students motivate in facing the national Examination of English 

subject ? 

The first motivation came from teachers, because students motivation depends 

on motivation that teachers give 

9. Are they have a high motivation to preparing the national examination of 

English subject? 

Yes of course, all of students have a high motivation, but there are some of 

students need more guided from teacher to have a spirit to preparing the 

national examination 

10. What steps do teachers take to increase students motivation in facing the 

national examination of English subject? 

Give additional hours for preparing the National examination, beside 

additional hours the teachers also give a spiritual and character motivation to 

students. For example when the teacher give first try out to students, in forty 

question maybe some of students just can answer twenty question that are 

correct, but in this situation the teacher still give motivation. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


